If n t rÀs n rYs0 is a real symmetric Toeplitz (RST) matrix then R n has a basis consisting of dna2e eigenvectors x satisfying (A) tx x and na2 eigenvectors y satisfying (B) ty Ày, where t is the¯ip matrix. We say that an eigenvalue k of n is even if a k-eigenvector of n satis®es (A), or odd if a k-eigenvector of n satis®es (B). We call the collection of even (odd) eigenvalues of n the even (odd) spectrum of n . In the case where t r 1ap p 0 f x cos rx dx a great deal is known about the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of n as n 3 I, under suitable assumptions on f. However, the question of the separate asymptotic distributions of the even and odd spectra does not seem to have been raised. This is the subject of this paper. Ó
Introduction
There are many results on the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of the family f n g and f is a real valued function. This paper treats a related problem for real symmetric Toeplitz (RST) matrices which, to the author's knowledge, has not attracted previous attention. We assume henceforth that f P v 2 0Y p and f Àx f x, so that (1) reduces to
and n is an RST matrix for every n. From a result of Sz ego [5, p. 64] , the eigenvalues
where a and b are the essential lower and upper bounds of f on 0Y p; that is, a is the largest number and b the smallest such that a T f x T b almost everywhere on 0Y p. (These de®nitions of a and b apply throughout this paper.) If k is an eigenvalue of an RST matrix n then n has k-eigenvector x such that tx AEx, where t is the¯ip matrix. Following Andrew [1] , we say that an n-vector x is symmetric (skew-symmetric) if tx x (tx Àx). We say that k is an even (odd) eigenvalue of n if n has a symmetric (skew-symmetric) keigenvector. In fact, n always has exactly dna2e even eigenvalues and na2 odd eigenvalues. (A repeated eigenvalue is necessarily both even and odd [3] .) We call the set of even (odd) eigenvalues of n the even (odd) spectrum of n . In this paper we are interested in the ordering relationship between the even and odd spectra. For example, it was shown in [8] that if f is monotonic then the even and odd spectra of n are interlaced for every n. Although it is possible to construct pathological examples where the even eigenvalues are at one end of the spectrum and the odd eigenvalues are at the other [7] , extensive computational experiments performed for [6] show that it is rare to encounter long runs (more than three or four) of successive eigenvalues of the same parity.
In this paper we provide a reason for this behavior. Speci®cally, we show that if f P v 2 0Y p, then the even and odd spectra of n are asymptotically distributed in a sense like the spectra of dna2e and na2 , respectively, and that if f is bounded then this result holds in a stronger sense.
Results
The following theorems are obtained by specializing results stated explicitly in [2] , but already implicit in [1] . 
Theorem 2. he even eigenvlues l
of 2n1 re the eigenvlues of g n rYs n rYs0 D where
of 2n1 re the eigenvlues of
r`I . Conversely, by the Riesz±Fischer theorem, the hypothesis of the following theorem implies that (2) holds for some f P v 2 0Y p.
The proof uses the following lemma. We omit the details.
Proof of Theorem 3. We begin with the proof of (6). Since k where the quantity on the right is the square of the Frobenius norm of g n À n1 . Therefore Lemma 1 and our assumption on ft r g imply (8).
Theorem 4. sf t r Or Àq with q b 1a2 then
The proof can be obtained by using (10) with appropriate choices of f r g. The assumption holds, for example, if f satis®es the Lipschitz condition
with 1a2`q`1, or with q 1 if f is of bounded variation [4] . Of course, in both cases the stated condition is sucient, but not necessary. If f in (2) is bounded then stronger results can be obtained. We need the following de®nition. 
By the mean value theorem,
r`I . From the proof of Theorem 3, this implies that lim n3I n an 0. Therefore lim n3I k n an 0. It now follows that (11) holds if q is a polynomial. Now suppose that q is an arbitrary continuous function on aY b, and let An argument of Widom [9] yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2. uppose tht f is ounded ndD for eh nD f n i g n i1 is set of rel numers in aY bD suh tht
whenever q is ontinuous on aY bF vet Y e suintervl of aY b nd suppose tht the set fx j f x or f x g hs mesure zeroF vet XY e the mesure of the set fxj T f x T gD nd let gY Y n e the rdinlity of the set fij T The assertion in (13) concerning vY Y n is well known [8] ; however, we believe that the assertions concerning wY Y n and x Y Y n have not been explicitly stated elsewhere. Nevertheless, it must be noted that since the matrices e n , f n , g nÀ1 , and h n all dier from n by matrices with Frobenius norm o n p as n 3 I, these assertions can also be obtained directly from Sz ego's theory of canonical distributions [5] . (For a speci®c example dealing with h n , see [5, pp. 235, 236 , item (c)].) However, the proof given here is elementary by comparison with Sz ego's theory, and easily accessible to those who ± like the author ± are not well versed in this theory.
